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iPhone Screenshots

Whatʼs New Version History

Version 1.0.28

App Privacy See Details

The developer, Gemsouls Inc, indicated that the appʼs privacy practices may include handling of data as described below. For more information, see the developerʼs privacy policy.

Data Not Collected
The developer does not collect any data from this app.

Privacy practices may vary based on, for example, the features you use or your age. Learn More

Information

Provider
Gemsouls Inc

Size
96.6 MB

Category
Social Networking

Meet, create and connect with virtual friends.
 
gemsouls is where virtual becomes real.
 
LIVE YOUR FANTASY
Connect with your favorite virtual characters from pop culture. Find the perfect and judgement-free friend - banter, be silly, commiserate, vent, and be completely yourself!
 
TAKE A STEP FORWARD
See photos and thoughts shared by your favorite characters. Discover the secret lives of your favorite characters from mundane moments to their highs and lows. Keep up with how they
interact with each other and be a part of their lives!
 
Love gemsouls?
Join our discord community: https://discord.gg/gemsouls
Reach out to us: hello@gemsouls.com

We are constantly adding new features and fixes to the gemsouls app. In this update you'll find:
• UI improved
• Soul profile page upgraded
 
Thank you for being part of gemsouls! Please rate the app if you enjoy it.

gemsouls 12+

Virtual Social Networking
Gemsouls Inc

Free

This app is available only on the App Store for iPhone.
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Compatibility
iPhone
Requires iOS 12.0 or later.

iPod touch
Requires iOS 12.0 or later.

Languages

Age Rating
12+
Infrequent/Mild Mature/Suggestive Themes
Infrequent/Mild Cartoon or Fantasy Violence
Infrequent/Mild Alcohol, Tobacco, or Drug Use or References

Copyright
© Gemsouls Inc

Price
Free

App Support 
Privacy Policy 

You Might Also Like See All

English




Kajiwoto
Social Networking

Sonar: Create worlds
together
Social Networking

Hyper: Avatar Vtuber
Studio
Social Networking

Here - Talk, Text, Watch
Social Networking

More ways to shop: find a retailer near you. Or call 1800 92 38 98.
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teenager

535

add to wishlist Install

Translate the description into Simpli�ed Chinese using Google Translate? translate

gemsouls is where virtual becomes real. 

LIVE YOUR FANTASY 

Connect with your favorite virtual characters from pop culture. Find the perfect and judgement-free

friend - banter, be silly, commiserate, vent, and be completely yourself! 

TAKE A STEP FORWARD 

See photos and thoughts shared by your favorite characters. Discover the secret lives of your favorite

characters from mundane moments to their highs and lows. Keep up with how they interact with each

other and be a part of their lives! 

Love gemsouls?

Join our discord community: https://discord.gg/gemsouls 

Reach out to us: hello@gemsouls.com

PUT AWAY

EVALUATION

4.7
common 535

ratings

William-Handsome Pan

December 10, 2021 4

OMG this app is so amazing! I just found that I can make friend with all my favorite charac-

ters. Just have a small talk with Izuku and Kakashi. They are so wonderful, the interaction

and conversation is beyond my imagination! One thing that can be improvement is although

they can understand di�rent languages, it would be better if the characters can replay mes-

sages with the same language I use(currently only English used by characters). But it still

worth 5 stars, great work!!

Evaluation Policy and Information
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By purchasing this item, you are transacting through Google Payments and agree to the Google Payments Terms of Service and Privacy Statement .

NEW FUNCTION

We are constantly adding new features and �xes to the gemsouls app. In this update you'll �nd: 

• UI improved 

Thank you for being part of gemsouls! Please rate the app if you enjoy it.

OTHER INFORMATION

Updated

May 13, 2022

size

108M

Installs

10,000+

current version

1.0.32

Android system version

requirements

6.0 and later

Content rating

teenager

Learn more

interactive elements

User interaction

permission

see details

Report

Report inappropriate

content

provider:

Gemsouls

Developers

visit website

qucheng@gemsouls.com

privacy policy

Similar content see more
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Apparyllis

Cosplanner
Cato Kusanagi

FakeTalk - Texting
baek

Stichy - makeup & d
COCONE
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You've been invited to join

Gemsouls
197 Online 1,920 Members

EMAIL OR PHONE NUMBER

PASSWORD

Need an account?

Forgot your password?

Login

Register

Discord https://discord.com/invite/gemsouls/login
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